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INSTALLATIONS

POOL GRATES

Pool Grates
Installation

Jonite pool grates are installed very similar to how light-duty trench 
grates are installed, only directly on level concrete, or on trimmers for 
added aesthetics and flatness. It is important to note that, however, 
although they are very similar, the condition of the site must be kept 
pristine to prevent any potential injuries for bare feet. 
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LIGHT-DUTY POOL 
GRATES ON LEVEL 
CONCRETE

Jonite pool grates, which are strictly for pedestrian application (6KN), 
can be installed directly on level concrete as long as they are installed 
flatly with no visible rocking.

Install directly on flat and level concrete drains and tiles.

Pedestrian Load
2 to 3mm gap

Drain Width
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POOL GRATES 
WITH JONITE 
L-TRIMMERS™

Pool grates can be installed with Jonite L-Trimmers™ to provide a boost 
in aesthetics as well as to help level the support for the grates, which is 
highly essential in a pool environment.

Pedestrian Load

2 - 3mm Gap

SealFix™ 103 

Drain Width

Jonite L-Trimmers™ is installed using dry 
fixing with SealFix™ 103 (epoxy mortar).

Jonite L-Trimmers™ provides a clean and 
aesthetically appealing installation.
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POOL GRATES 
WITH JONITE 
STUD TRIMMERS™

Pools that require more water drainage to prevent splash can use Stud 
Trimmers™ with the pool grates to help improve the flow rates of the 
perimeter drains.

Studs on the trimmers provide increased 
perforation for improved flow rates.

Jonite Stud Trimmers™ is installed using dry 
fixing with SealFix™ 103 (epoxy mortar).

Pedestrian Load

2 - 3mm gap

Drain Width

SealFix™ 103 

Sump Covers
Installation

Sump covers all over the world are installed very differently. The 
methods in which Jonite sump covers are installed are highly depend-
ent on the application and the size of the sump.

Sump covers for a vehicular use would require a higher level of 
support like L-steel angles or Jonite Trimmer Frame™.

For a large custom sump, the multiple panels can also be supported by 
a frame using L-steel angles or a custom Jonite Trimmer Frame™.

Only light-duty Jonite sump covers, which are strictly for pedestrian 
application (6KN-15KN), can be installed directly on level concrete as 
long as they are installed flatly with no visible rocking across all four 
sides of the support. 

Install directly on level concrete sump.
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SMALL SUMP COVERS 
ON LEVEL CONCRETE 

Vehicular Load

Drain Width


